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Abstract Aluminium was anodised in oxalic acid electro-
lyte at concentrations 0.125–0.5 M, current densities 25–
100 Am−2 and low temperatures 0 and 5 °C. The efficien-
cies of Al consumption and oxide production in the metal|
oxide interface and the transport numbers of Al3+ and O2− in
the barrier layer of porous anodic alumina films were deter-
mined. The Al consumption efficiency essentially coincides
with that by Faraday’s law while that of oxygen evolution,
visually detected at these temperatures, is negligible. The
oxide production efficiency and O2− transport number de-
crease with temperature, increase with current density and
are almost independent of electrolyte concentration. The
transport numbers combined with literature ones for oxalate
and sulphuric acid electrolytes were treated by high field
kinetic equations describing independent Al3+ and O2−

transport to penetrate its mechanism. The half jump activa-
tion distances were found comparable to ions radii. This
mechanism embraces two steps, equilibrium established
between ordinary oxide lattice hardly allowing transport
and locally emerging transformed structure dispersed in
barrier layer consisting of pairs of Al3+ and O2− clusters
enabling transport and the rate-controlling step of actual ion
transport within clusters. The transformed structure then
returns to ordinary while it emerges at other sites. The real
activation energy of Al3+ transport is higher than that of O2−,
e.g. by ≈19 kJ mol−1 at low current densities, but the fraction
of really mobile Al3+ is ≈103–104 times larger than that of O2−

justifying the not excessively different values of O2− and Al3+

transport numbers.

Keywords Porous anodic alumina . Barrier layer . Al3+ and
O2− transport . Two-step mechanism . Ions clusters

Introduction

The science and technology of Al anodising and the mech-
anism of growth of barrier type and mainly of porous type
films has gained a great interest. This is due to that the
growth of these films has a high theoretical significance
serving as a model for solid-state electrochemical processes
and to the exotic self-organised honeycomb porous structure
obtained under certain conditions. The barrier type films
grow by migration of Al3+ outward and O2− inward [1, 2],
with respective transport numbers tnca and tnan (tnca+ tnan0
1). For growth at 100% efficiency, about tnca portion of film
mass is formed at the oxide|electrolyte (o|e) interface by
migrating Al3+ combined with O2− formed there and the
remainder is formed at the metal|oxide (m|o) interface by
migrating O2− combined with Al3+ formed there. Pores can
nucleate and grow only under certain conditions [1]. The
growth of porous anodic alumina films (PAAF) occurs when
the migrating Al3+ are ejected to solution and no film
material is added at the o|e interface, thus the efficiency of
oxide production at the m|o interface and of film growth
coincides with tnan. This was earlier considered roughly
around 0.6 [3, 4] but as recently shown [5–8] actually it
firmly depends on conditions. Pore filling is prevented by
the absence of growth of new oxide at the film surface,
while increased stresses from electrostriction assist the sta-
bilisation of pores [3, 4].

The characteristic nanometre scale porous structure,
physicochemical properties and strong adherence to Al sur-
face of these films render them suitable for numerous appli-
cations. Such applications are the protection, decoration and
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upgrading of mechanical properties of Al, rechargeable bat-
teries, magnetic memories, nuclear reactors, fuels cells,
templates for synthesising emitters, nanoscience–nanotech-
nology, catalysis, etc. [9–14]. The pore forming anodising of
Al is characterised, e.g. for oxalic, sulphuric and phosphoric
acid electrolytes, by a transient stage, where a microscopi-
cally flat barrier layer is formed on the surface of which
pores are nucleated towards its end [15–19]. This is fol-
lowed by another transient stage where pores are developed
and organised producing the characteristic structure of
PAAF [5, 17–27]. The second transient stage is finally
followed by the steady-state one. The generation of porous
structure thus occurs in the first transient stage [15–19], is
integrated in the second one and continues to be reproduced
with some probable changes in the steady-state stage.

The steady-state structure of films is characterised as a
close-packed array of approximately hexagonal, columnar
cells, each of which contains an elongated, roughly cylin-
drical, pore normal to the surface extending between the
film’s external surface and the m|o interface, where it is
sealed by a thin, compact, hemispherical (or hemispheroid)
shell shaped barrier type oxide layer with thickness roughly
around 1 nm/V of applied voltage [28–30]. The structure of
films is defined by the surface density of pores, usually of
the order 109–1011 cm−2, base diameter of pores, of the
order of a few up to several tens of nanometres, shape and
ordering degree of pores, which depend on the kind of
electrolyte and conditions of Al anodising [29–32]. The
oxide, examined after anodising, is an almost anhydrous
amorphous (or nanocrystalline) material containing germi-
nal γ or γ′-Al2O3 [29, 30, 33] which is transformed to
crystalline γ-Al2O3 by heating at ≈700 °C [34]. Hydrogen
atoms and electrolyte anions are embodied in small amounts
variable across the barrier layer and pore walls depending on
electrolyte kind and conditions [18, 29–31, 33]. Anions
exist in a pore surface layer leaving an anion almost free
layer near the metal and cell boundaries [18, 31].

From the extensive published work on PAAF, a large
amount of which is cited in [9, 12], it seems that nowadays
the challenging queries are focused mainly on: (i) The
mechanism of pores generation and their growth to channel
like pores or generally the mechanism of development of
porous structure. The main representatives of this mecha-
nism are the thermally and/or field-assisted local dissolution
of initially flat film surface [1, 17, 35, 36], the oxygen
evolution [37, 38], the oxide material flow [4, 39] and the
recrystallisation and oxide densification [40] models; (ii)
The attainment of long-range regular porous structure that
is crucial for the currently developing technology [20–25,
41]. Perfect hexagonal or other geometry structures on the
entire Al surface (perfectly ordered alumina structures) are
achieved in a single-s tep anodising by Al pre-
nanoindentation via various techniques [25, 26, 42, 43].

Self-ordered (almost) perfect hexagonal structures in surface
domains comparable to 1 μm2 or to grain surface are
achieved by two or more steps anodising at specific con-
ditions after the selective removal of film [25, 41, 44, 45]
when anodising is realised within a voltage window specific
for each electrolyte. For example this is at ≈25 V for sul-
phuric acid in mild anodising (for hard anodising it is at
higher enough voltage) with interpore distance ≈63 nm [24,
46], ≈40 V for oxalic acid with interpore distance ≈100 nm
[24, 36, 44] and ≈195 V for phosphoric acid with interpore
distance ≈500 nm [23]. Strictly speaking the self-ordering
degree depends heavily on the voltage and to a lesser extent
on the rest conditions, like electrolyte concentration and
temperature [5, 12]. For galvanostatic anodising best order-
ing presumably occurs at current densities giving in steady-
state voltages vicinal to the above [12, 40, 47]; (iii) The
electrochemical (and generally physicochemical) processes
taking place at the m|o and o|e interfaces, the ionic transport
(and occasionally other processes) across the barrier layer
and the determination of related physicochemical parame-
ters. These processes undeniably constitute the core of the
entire phenomenon of oxide production and film growth.

Although the relative rates of charge transport by Al3+

and O2− in the barrier layer of PAAF, or their transport
numbers, can be found by various methods like the deter-
mination of oxide production efficiency, implantation of
markers etc. [1, 5, 48–50], details on the mechanism of
migrations are rather unknown most probably due to the
following reasons: (i1) There is no method to follow directly
the solid-state ionic transport in the barrier layer during
oxide production and film growth in Al specimens im-
mersed in the electrolyte solution capable of giving concur-
rently proper information. (ii1) The electrochemical kinetic
equations tried heretofore to penetrate this mechanism de-
scribing rate-controlling processes at interfaces or in thin
films like the Cabrera–Mott equation or allied equations
describing bulk processes [29, 30, 51] are usually linked
with lattice defects generated thermodynamically and/or by
field [29, 30, 52] like Frenkel interstitial cations, cations
vacancies, etc. However, as above noted these cannot be
directly ascertained by some method(s). These equations
describe one-step transport and were employed almost sole-
ly for one kind ion (cation). For the present the only way to
penetrate this mechanism and reveal its details seems to be
via combining the ion transport number values with proper
kinetic equations not restricted by such a priori admissions
and for both Al3+ and O2−.

In our earlier works [5, 6, 40], the efficiency of oxide
production in PAAF and the Al3+ and O2− transport numbers
in their barrier layer were determined for oxalic acid and
oxalic acid + aluminium oxalate electrolytes at temperatures
10–40 °C and current densities 50–250 Am−2 where the
demanded anodising voltage was not excessively high as
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desired for reasons explained later in subsection Combination
of high field equations. Determination of B2/B3 and a2/a3 of
Results and discussion section. Also these were determined
for sulphuric acid electrolyte at temperatures 20–35 °C and
current densities 50–350 Am−2 [7] where uniform/regular
film growth could be obtained without appearance of pitting
and/or burning phenomena related with non-uniform/abnor-
mal film growth [53]. Along the lines of these works, here the
oxide production efficiency and transport numbers are deter-
mined during film growth in oxalic acid electrolyte at low
enough temperatures 0 and 5 °C and at current densities 25–
100 Am−2 for which the demanded voltage is not also
excessively high. To check any probable participation of
oxygen evolution in PAAF growth mechanism, men-
tioned in the literature [37, 38], its contribution to pass-
ing charge was also evaluated. The results derived here
together with the above accomplishing each other were
further treated by suitably formulated high field electro-
chemical kinetic equations which embody transport
numbers and other physicochemical parameters and de-
scribe independent Al3+ and O2− transport in the barrier
layer of PAAF. By the employed method penetration to
the ions transport mechanism has become possible for
the first time revealing many important details.

Experimental

Al anodising was performed galvanostatically in vigorously
stirred H2C2O4 solution at concentrations (ca) 0 0.125, 0.25
and 0.5 M, temperatures (T) 0 0 and 5 (± 0.1–0.2)°C,
current density (j) 0 25, 50 and 100 Am−2 and times (t) up
to 5,400 s. The j’s employed are relatively low to assure that
the demanded voltage for all t’s is not high enough to avoid
high rate of heat evolution in the anode that would cause a
notable rise in the real anodising T (temperature in the
barrier layer region), enlarged with rising j and falling T
[32], thus differing notably from the T of bulk solution and
degrading the reliability of results. The maximum t
employed, 5,400 s, was longer enough than that at which
the steady state has been first established and shorter than
that at which the maximum limiting thickness is first estab-
l ished where al l neighbouring pore mouths are
interconnected in surface due to the enlargement of pores
to film surface resulting from the attack of pore walls by the
aggressive electrolyte [29, 30, 32]. This is also smaller than
excessively long t’s beyond which the porous structure at
the external film layer is collapsed which is also attributed to
this attack [54]. Two face Al sheets anodic electrodes 5×
5 cm with thickness 0.3 mm and purity ≥99.95% (Merck—
pro analysi) with total geometrical surface to be anodised
(Sg)050.95 cm2 and two Ti cathodic electrodes of similar
geometry were used. This relatively large surface was used

to minimise the relative errors of determination of consumed
Al and product oxide masses. The determination of the
accurate masses of consumed Al and product oxide are
essential for the accuracy of ensuing analysis.

Prior to anodising the Al specimens were degreased,
etched chemically by chromophosphoric acid solution,
which removes the oxide (either natural or anodic) and
leaves intact the Al substrate [29, 30, 32], washed by dis-
tilled water and dried in air stream. After anodising, carried
out as described in detail elsewhere [32], the specimens
were washed by distilled water, immersed in distilled water
and neutralised with NaOH 0.1 M in drops using as indica-
tor bromo-thymol blue (pH range 6–7.6). This was done to
remove the electrolyte probably remaining in the narrow
pores. Finally, they were washed, dried in air stream and
remained in a desiccator for at least 24 h. The enclosure of
acid in pores after drying in air stream of non-neutralised
anodised specimens disturbs the actual oxide mass value
and results in the inclusion of additional amount of electro-
lyte species in barrier layer and pore wall oxide [55]. Neu-
tralised and desiccated oxide is almost anhydrous with
contained H2O<0.5% [32], while the amount of contained
oxalate anions, 2–3% [1, 12, 31], must be even lower in
neutralised films. Thus in the formed films the contained
electrolyte anions are not taken into account.

The mass of Al consumed during anodising was found
from the difference of Al masses (weighed with sensitivity
10−5 g) prior to anodising and after anodising and selective
removal of oxide by the above solution at 60–70 °C. This
mass was compared with that predicted by Faraday’s law.
The mass of oxide formed on Al was found with this
sensitivity by two methods for comparison purposes: (i2)
By the difference of the mass of anodised Al specimen
(neutralised and desiccated as above) and the mass of Al
metal after the selective removal of oxide, washing and
drying; (ii2) By a suitable mass balance method from the
initial mass of Al specimen and the final after anodising,
washing, neutralisation and desiccation. The above compar-
isons and suitable treatment of consumed Al and formed
oxide masses at various conditions can offer much detailed
information for Al oxidation, film growth mechanism and
related parameters. The oxide mass, experimentally deter-
mined with high accuracy, depends on electrolyte kind,
anodising conditions and time via the film growth mecha-
nism embracing electrochemical processes in barrier layer
and interfaces and chemical oxide dissolution of pore walls
and film surface. Suitable kinetic models are formulated,
embracing proper structural and kinetic parameters, describ-
ing the dependence of oxide film mass on time and con-
ditions. Their application, taking into account the film mass
at various times and conditions, can yield values for many
structural and kinetic parameters related with film growth
mechanism [5–7, 40, 55]. The charge consumed from
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oxygen evolution on Al anode, visually detected at the
employed low T’s, was also thus estimated. The oxide mass
values were also used to determine the efficiency of film
growth and transport numbers of Al3+ and O2− in the barrier
layer during film growth. These results together with earlier
ones for electrolytes H2C2O4 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 M and
H2C2O4 (0.5 M) + Al2(C2O4)3 (0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 M) at T0
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 °C and j050, 150 and 250 A
m−2 [5, 6, 40] and H2SO4 1.53 M at T020, 25, 30 and 35 °C
and j050, 150, 250 and 350 Am−2 [7] were also used in the
ensuing analysis.

Al anodising was followed chronopotentiometrically.
The anodic potential (vs. usual reference electrodes) approx-
imately represents the potential drop from the m|o to the o|e
interface [56, 57]. The anodic potential (vs. Ag/AgCl refer-
ence electrode attached laterally and closely to Al electrode)
and anodising voltage were both followed. This voltage was
higher than anodic potential by ≈1.2, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.9 and
2.6 V, respectively for the employed conditions (ca, T, j),
(0.5 M, 0 °C, 50 Am−2), (0.5 M, 5 °C, 50 Am−2), (0.25 M,
0 °C, 50 Am−2), (0.125 M, 0 °C, 25 Am−2), (0.125 M, 0 °C,
50 Am−2) and (0.125 M, 0 °C, 100 Am−2). Chronopotentio-
metric curves are used among others to define the three
stages of PAAF growth.

Results and discussion

Chronopotentiometric study and PAAF growth stages

The plots of anodic potential (Pan vs. Ag/AgCl) vs. t up to
the maximum t employed appear in Fig. 1a while Fig. 1b
presents a magnification of plots at low t’s. Figure 1 pro-
vides the next already noted successive stages and substages
defined by points A, B and C corresponding to times tA, tB
and tC. The first stage is 0B characterised by abrupt rise of
Pan with t that is initially almost linear but is gradually
retarded so that the Pan vs. t plot declines to the right mainly
to the end of stage at tB. It embraces the transient substage
0A with duration about 2/3 that of 0B in which a micro-
scopically flat barrier layer is developed and the substage
AB where the nuclei of porous structure are generated
[15–19]. The duration of stage 0B about 40–160 s in the
employed conditions decreases with T, j and ca. The final
maximum Pan value rises with rising j and falling ca and T.
The subsequent stage is BC where Pan drops up to tC
roughly about 10 min. In this stage the nuclei are trans-
formed to pockets and then to channel like pores. Also, the
pore/cell system units further develop and cover gradually
all the surface and are self-organised within domains com-
parable e.g. to metal grain surfaces towards the Al substrate
side. The attained order of cells/pores varies from regular
almost perfect hexagonal at specific anodising conditions [5,

20–27] up to poorer enough at other conditions. Its duration
drops with j, ca and T while the dependence of the final Pan

on T, j and ca is similar to that of peak Pan at tB. The final
stage CD is the steady-state stage where Pan rises slightly
with t at higher ca’s and T’s and lower j’s and strongly at the
lowest ca and T and higher j. The almost final cellular
columnar porous structure to the Al side has been already
established in the start of this stage [5, 19]. Then this
structure is steadily reproduced with some changes [47,

a

b

Fig. 1 a Plots of anodic potential vs. time, Pan (vs. Ag/AgCl) vs. t,
during Al anodising in H2C2O4 solution at current densities j025, 50
and 100 Am−2, temperatures T00 and 5 °C and H2C2O4 electrolyte
concentrations ca00.125, 0.25 and 0.5 M up to the longer time t
employed. b Magnification of plots in the region of short t’s
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55]. Since the anodic potential is variable during the stage
CD, and this is valid also for structural features [47, 55], this
is actually a quasi-steady state. The plots in Fig. 1 are typical
for Al anodising in pore-forming electrolytes but the char-
acteristic t’s and Pan’s depend strongly on electrolyte kind, T
and j. At corresponding conditions as a rule these decrease
in the order phosphoric, oxalic and sulphuric acid.

The potential drop in pores is negligible compared to Pan

[29, 56]. Thus Pan essentially represents the potential drop
from Al to pore base electrolyte. During Al anodising this
potential drop and occurring processes are divided into
those in the barrier layer oxide and in the m|o and o|e
interfaces. For sufficiently thick flat barrier layer formed
during the substage 0A, e.g. for t≥1 s at the employed j’s,
or for the flat layer carrying insipient pores (nuclei) in
substage AB, or for the scalloped one in stages BC and
CD the potential drops in interfaces are tiny compared to
that in oxide [57, 58]. Thus Pan basically represents the
potential drop inside the barrier layer. For such sufficiently
thick films the rate-controlling processes are those inside the
film and not in interfaces [57, 58]. This is strongly sup-
ported by the fact that for a given electrolyte the potential
drop across the barrier layer (varying with conditions)
increases almost linearly with barrier layer thickness by ≈
1 Vnm−1 [28–30]; if the rate-controlling step was the charge
transport or other process at interface(s) this would not
occur.

Determination of the electrochemical efficiencies for Al
oxidation and oxide production in the m|o interface
and of O2− and Al3+ transport numbers

The examination of Al metal consumption during anodising
has a specific significance for low T’s where oxygen evolu-
tion was visually detected. The Al consumption by electro-
chemical oxidation, Al-3e−→Al3+, found by selective oxide
dissolution (mAl,sod) essentially coincides with that antici-
pated by Faraday’s law (mAl,F), Fig. 2. By regression anal-
ysis the gradients and intercepts of linear plots were
determined that are given in Table 1. The intercept is always
of the order of mass determination sensitivity 10−5 g either
positive or negative but its average value is approximately
−1.4×10−5 g and expresses on average the attack of Al
substrate by the solution of selective oxide removal that is
negligible. The value of 100×(gradient by Fadaray’s law
−experimental gradient)/(gradient by Fadaray’s law) is
0.13%, 0.14%, 0.28%, −0.01%, 0.14% and 0.13%, respec-
tively for the conditions 1–6 in Table 1. The tiny positive
deviation of inclinations (except one case where it is nega-
tive but close to zero) predicts negligible rate of charge
consumption by oxygen evolution. Thus even at the low
T’s and rest conditions used the electrochemical efficiency
for Al consumption is close to 100%. The ionic current in

the m|o interface from the Al side due to Al oxidation or that
corresponding to Al3+ entering the oxide bulk is thus
faradaic.

For assisting comprehension of the following the pro-
cesses in the barrier layer either flat or hemispherical in
steady state, Fig. 3, in pore-forming electrolyte [5] are
shown in Table 2 consistent with faradaic Al consumption
verified also for oxalate electrolytes at higher T’s and vari-
ous other conditions [6, 40] as well as for H2SO4 at various
conditions [55]. An amount of Al3+ ions thus formed in the
m|o is combined with migrating O2− ions [48] reaching this
interface to form oxide while the rest amount migrates
through the oxide bulk and is finally ejected to solution
[48, 59] and complexated with water [60, 61]. Quantitative-
ly all migrating Al3+ in the barrier layer when reaching the
o|e interface are ejected; also quantitatively all O2− migrat-
ing inside the barrier layer reaching the o|e interface come
from water decomposition. The surface of oxide at pore
bases is continuously reformed and deformed on moving
to the Al side in unison with e.g. the scalloped barrier layer
in agreement to plastic flow [4, 39] and oxide recrystallisa-
tion and densification to surface [40] models of PAAF
growth and to the experimentally verified shift of surface
O2− [62] to Al side. Because the surface anions and cations
are shifted together, their movement does not create net
ionic current. Ionic current is produced only by the counter
migrating anions and cations. In the above processes the
migrating ions and the ions in lattice sites (whatever can be
meant as lattice for this amorphous material) or in surface
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Fig. 2 Dependence of consumed Al mass during anodising on time t at
current densities j025, 50 and 100 Am−2, temperatures T00 and 5 °C
and H2C2O4 electrolyte concentrations ca00.125, 0.25 and 0.5 M. The
linear plots of consumed Al mass predicted by Faraday’s law are given
for comparison
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sites of flowing material can mutually change during film
growth but the net ionic current result is that described above.

The ionic current in the m|o interface has to coincide with
that at each position across the barrier layer. The migrating
ions are almost exclusively O2− and Al3+ in the region
adjacent to this interface where nearly pure oxide exists. In
the o|e interface H2O is decomposed to H+ ejected to solu-
tion and O2− migrating to the m|o interface and/or H2O is
dissociatively adsorbed on Al3+ and O2− surface sites pro-
ducing OH− the major part of which is decomposed to O2−

and H+ moving as above and the rest enters the oxide bulk
[12, 56]. In the region of barrier layer contaminated by
electrolyte anions and OH− the migrating anions are mainly
O2− and secondarily OH− and electrolyte anions while cat-
ions are mainly Al3+ and secondarily H+ [5, 18, 29–31, 33].
The minor OH−, electrolyte anions and H+ contributions to
ionic current are located mainly near the o|e interface and
drop rapidly to the m|o interface direction. Thus as a whole
the central role in the processes in barrier layer is played by
the transport of Al3+ and O2− ions across it during oxide
production and film growth. From the above it is apparent
that the ionic current across the barrier layer is practically
close to 100% of imposed current while the electronic

current, related to galvanoluminescence during anodising
[63] and to oxygen evolution, is tiny even at T’s as low as
0 and 5 °C. The electronic current allied with oxygen
evolution, lying as shown in the region of zero, under high
field action most probably occurs via tunnelling effect; thus
it must not violate the ions transport mechanism and related
electrochemical kinetic equations.

The mass balance equation that gives oxide mass
(mox,mb) and embraces faradaic Al consumption is thus

mox;mb ¼ Δmþ mAl;F ¼ Δmþ jSgt AMAlð Þ 3Fð Þ�1; ð1Þ
where Δm is the difference of masses of Al specimen after
and prior to anodising, mAl,F is consumed faradaic Al mass,
AMAl is the atomic mass of Al and F is Faraday’s constant
(96,487 Cmol−1). The mox,mb and the oxide mass found by
the selective oxide dissolution (mox,sod) essentially always
coincide, Fig. 4, verifying the accuracy of Eq. 1. Obviously,
the mox,mb or mox,sod found is non-faradaic. The oxide mass
decreases imperceptibly with T. Smooth curves rising with t
are observed at all conditions without any breaking points or
other characteristic features e.g. in the boundaries of suc-
cessive transient (sub)stages 0A, AB and BC. This result
confirms that the generation and evolution of pores is not
associated with some preferable locally accelerated detect-
able oxide consumption beyond tA or tB, Fig. 1, due e.g. to
some kind of local oxide dissolution, either chemical or
electrochemical. In other words the mechanism of pores
nucleation and growth does not involve any field-assisted
dissolution of oxide [35]. If it were true, a considerable
gradual reduction of the rate of oxide production by a
percentage varying from 0% around A up to a value higher
than porosity of PAAF near barrier layer established at point
C would be observed, which is not the case. The final
retardation of oxide production around C should be larger
than this porosity since the oxide density at the pore base
surface is higher than the average across the barrier layer
[6]. The porosity near barrier layer is roughly 0.10–0.19 and
above [6, 23] depending on conditions. This retardation is
negligibly affected by the much slower purely chemical

Table 1 Gradients and intercepts of the linear plots mass of consumed Al found by selective oxide dissolution vs. anodising time in Fig. 2 at
various conditions (1–6), concentration of H2C2O4 ca, temperature T and current density j

Condition number ca/M T/°C j/A m−2 105×gradient/g s−1 105×intercept/g 105×gradient by Faraday’s law/g s−1 tnan (0B) tnan (CD)

1 0.5 0 50 2.37149 −5.8 2.37460 0.791 0.786

2 0.5 5 50 2.37139 2.7 2.37460 0.765 0.757

3 0.25 0 50 2.36794 5.1 2.37460 0.819 0.792

4 0.125 0 25 1.18741 −4.5 1.18730 0.724 0.750

5 0.125 0 50 2.37427 −4.6 2.37460 0.779 0.781

6 0.125 0 100 4.74335 −1.4 4.74967 0.879 0.798

Correlation coefficients were always practically 1. For comparison the gradients predicted by Faraday’s law are given. The O2− transport numbers
tnan in the first transient and steady-state stages are also cited

(b) 

Fig. 1
metal|oxide interface (m|o) 

oxide|electrolyte  
  interface (o|e) 

Al 

barrier layer  

Dc

Db

D 

S

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of hemispherical barrier layer of
porous anodic alumina films in steady state; the pore base diameter,
Db, the cell width, Dc, and a section surface S across the barrier layer
corresponding to diameter D are shown
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dissolution by the electrolyte of the external film surface and
wall surface of nuclei/pockets/pores; this rate is e.g. for
H2SO4 15% w/v (1.53 M) electrolyte 0.04–0.12 nm min−1

at T020–30 °C [55] and considering the much lesser ag-
gressive ability of H2C2O4 this rate is estimated < <
0.01 nm min−1 for H2C2O4. Instead the generation and
evolution of pores is consistent with the plastic flow [4,
39] and recrystallisation and oxide densification [40]
models.

During film growth in pore-forming electrolytes the ox-
ide is produced exclusively in the m|o interface at a rate
kSgjtnan, where k0MMAl2O3(6F)

−101.761×10−4 g C−1,
MMAl2O3 is the molar mass of Al2O3 and tnan is both the
electrochemical efficiency for oxide production at this inter-
face and O2− transport number. During the first transient
stage 0B the tnan is thus determined by equating kSgjtnan
with the gradient of mox,mb vs. t plots, Fig. 4, for t ≤ tB,
Fig. 1. Their values are given in Table 1. The electrochem-
ical efficiency for oxide production and tnan in steady state
are found by the method outlined elsewhere [5]. The plots of
dimensionless factor (Δmox,mb/Δt)(kjSg)

−1 vs. Δt, Fig. 5,
must obey the Eq. [5]

ðΔmox;mb=ΔtÞðkjSgÞ�1 ¼ tnan þ z1ðΔtÞ
þ z2ðΔtÞ2; ðz1 and z2< 0Þ ð2Þ

where Δt0 t− tC>0, Δm0mox,mb(t)−mox,mb(tC), tC here is
around 600 s and z1, z2 are factors depending on all anodis-
ing conditions and electrolyte kind and composition which
incorporate also the attack of pore walls by the electrolyte;
for small enough rate of oxide dissolution z2≈0. The above
equation determining tnan is based on the mechanisms of
oxide production and film growth and takes into account the
characteristic porous film structure in steady state. The small
negative inclination of plots in Fig. 5 shows that the rate of
pore wall dissolution is small, but even at such low T’s as 0
and 5 °C the pore wall oxide dissolution still persists to be
detectable. The tnan values thus found are given in Table 1.
The corresponding transport numbers of Al3+ are tnca01−
tnan. Instead mox,mb the mox,sod could be used giving closely
identical results; the mox,mb was chosen as its determination
anticipates fewer experimental step measurements and thus
smaller experimental errors are expected.

Table 1 shows that tnan of both stages increase with
falling T and rising j. Some fluctuation of their values is
observed with the change of ca. Since their mean values at
j050 Am−2, T00 °C and ca00.125, 0.25 and 0.5 M for
stages 0B and CD respectively 0.796 and 0.786 are very
close to those at ca00.5 M, then ca seems not exerting any
significant effect on tnan in both stages. At lower j’s a trend
for a slight decrease of tnan from 0B to CD stage is observed
for the most of conditions (transgressed in fewer ones) whichT
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is explained by that the real surface of ionic current passage in
the m|o interface and on average across the barrier layer is
larger in steady state and thus the real current density
decreases causing some slight drop of tnan. Another reason

must be that as film thickens the heat produced in the barrier
layer region is less easily dissipated to bath solution resulting
in a rise of real anodising temperature and thus to some
decrease of tnan. Thus when comparing the Pan vs. t plots for
ca00.125 M and j050 and 100 Am−2, Fig. 1, though the
second j is twice the first, the anodic potentials at t’s from
about tB up to about tC do not differ significantly. This is well
explained by the rise of real anodising temperature the differ-
ence of which from the imposed T becomes notable mainly at
high j’s and low T’s; this in turn causes a lower increase of
required potential than that if the real anodising temperature
were stable and equal to T. The two reasons cooperate. The
second reason must become more significant as j rises justi-
fying the notable decline of tnan from 0B to CD at j0100 A
m−2 consistent with the on average higher enough Pan and its
tendency to rise strongly in steady state. Thus treatment of
results at high j’s and low T’s for oxalate electrolytes to
estimate physicochemical parameters considering that the
anodising temperature equals T must include some inherent
errors and at low T’s this must be limited to low j’s. That is
why j’s≤100 Am−2 were applied here. The trends of tnan
variation with conditions agree with those at higher T’s [5–7,
40] allowing their treatment together.
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High field ionic transport equations

The geometry of barrier layer in steady stage is stable in the
case of unaltered structure around the barrier layer i.e. at
conditions of best ordering and for relatively short t’s or low
film thicknesses. For prolonged anodising at conditions of
best ordering [47] as well as at conditions other than those
[55] the surface density of cells/pores gradually decreases
and the average cell width, pore base diameter and thickness
of barrier layer increase with a parallel slight rise of Pan [47,
55]. But despite this, the surface area of m|o interface, film
porosity in the barrier layer region and the surface area of o|e
interface remain closely constant [55]. Thus without injur-
ing the reality it can be considered that the slow change of
structure (consistent with not strong/abrupt rise of Pan in
steady state) does not affect the ensuing analysis which
describes the ions transport in either ordered or non-
ordered films. Irrespective of details of the actual ion trans-
port mechanism the real O2− and Al3+ partial ionic current
densities through an equipotential surface S across the hemi-
spherical barrier layer, Fig. 3, characterised by identical
electric potential at each its point that varies however across
this layer [6], with area S in steady state jt,an0 jtnanSgS

−1 and
jt,ca0 jtncaSgS

−1 must obey the high field strength (of the
order ≈1 Vnm−1 [28–30]) equations [5, 6]

jtnanSgS
�1 ¼ N2;mn2n2FN

�1
A exp ð�W2

0 þ n2a2FEÞ=ðRTÞ½ �
ð3aÞ

jtncaSgS
�1 ¼ N3;mn3n3FN

�1
A exp ð�W3

0 þ n3a3FEÞ=ðRTÞ½ �
ð3bÞ

or

ln jtnanð Þ ¼ ln S=Sg
� �

N2;mn2n2FN
�1
A

� �� �

þ �W2
0 þ n2a2FEð Þ= RTð Þ

¼ lnA2 þ �W2
0 þ B2FEð Þ= RTð Þ ð4aÞ

ln jtncað Þ ¼ ln S=Sg
� �

N3;mn3n3FN
�1
A

� �� �

þ �W3
0 þ n3a3FEð Þ= RTð Þ

¼ lnA3 þ �W3
0 þ B3FEð Þ= RTð Þ; ð4bÞ

where N2,m and N3,m are the surface concentrations of mo-
bile O2− and Al3+ ions in each equipotential surface across
the barrier layer (m−2), ν2 and ν3 are the vibration frequen-
cies of O2− and Al3+ ions or the number of chances per
second the ions may jump the energy barrier (activation
energy) if they have sufficient energy (s−1), n2 and n3 are
the valences of O2− and Al3+, NA is Avogadro constant

(6.022×1023 mol−1), W2′ and W3′ are the activation energies
of O2− and Al3+ transport in oxide (>0; J mol−1), a2 and a3
are the activation (half jump) distances of O2− and Al3+

transport (nm), B20n2a2 and B30n3a3 (nm), E is the local
field strength across the barrier layer (V nm−1), R is the
universal gas constant (8.314 J K−1 mol−1) and T is the
temperature (K). In steady state across the barrier layer S/
Sg02

−1πnD2 where n is the cell/pore surface density near Al
and D is the hemispherical surface diameter across the
average barrier layer unit, Fig. 3. It varies from 2.093 near
the m|o interface [57] where D0Dc (cell width) to 2−1πnDb

2

near the o|e interface or at pore bases where Db is the pore
base diameter. The above equations describe independent
transport of ions where each ionic current or transport num-
ber is univocal function of involved parameters. The inde-
pendence of ions transport is strongly postulated by the
considerable variability of transport numbers with condi-
tions as shown from results found here and elsewhere
[5–7, 40].

These equations resemble the high field Cabrera–Mott
equation [29, 30, 51, 52] but describe oxide bulk transport
processes for both cations and anions and embrace param-
eters like N2,m, N3,m,W2′,W3′, a2 and a3 the precise meaning
of which will be given later, in subsection The mechanism of
ions transport in the barrier later. The equations can have a
physical meaning only when these parameters and possibly
v2 and v3 which may vary with position across the barrier
layer are univocal functions of position and possibly of local
E and T. Near m|o interface where oxide density is almost
constant independent of conditions and its lattice is bcc as
regards the Al3+ sublattice [6, 7], the above parameters are
constant as regards their dependence on position across the
barrier layer and possibly univocal functions of local E and
T. Equations (3a–4b) must apply accurately in the pure
oxide sublayer near m|o interface, Table 2. For convenience,
but without injuring the generality, it is assumed that the
material in the barrier layer is pure oxide as in the sublayer
adjacent to the m|o interface. Then the high field equations
describing the ions transport in barrier layer besides Al3+

and O2− do not involve other species like electrolyte anions,
OH−, etc. This approaches better reality for H2C2O4 films
incorporating the least amount of electrolyte anions among
the main pore-forming electrolytes (H2SO4, H2C2O4 and
H3PO4) films [1, 31].

In the following besides the transport numbers found here
those for H2C2O4 0.5 M and H2C2O4 0.5 M+Al3(C2O4)3
0.25 M at various other conditions found earlier [5, 6, 40]
were considered in order to avoid further tedious and un-
necessary work. Generally, for the used transport numbers
the oxalate electrolyte composition, T00–40 °C and j025–
250 Am−2, are such that as expected the real anodising
temperature does not deviate notably from imposed T. This
means that concurrently the concentration(s) and T are not

J Solid State Electrochem (2012) 16:2921–2939 2929



low and j is not high. Results were also used for H2SO4

1.53 M [7] at j050–350 Am−2 and T020–35 °C where film
growth is regular without appearance of pitting or burning in
film surface as it occurs at lower T’s and higher j’s [53]. At
higher T’s and lower j’s, the oxide masses are low enough
degrading the accuracy of transport numbers determination,
thus such T’s and j’s were avoided. The transport numbers
used for these electrolytes at various T’s and j’s are easily
derived from Figs. 6 and 8 and related conditions and thus
their separate citation is needless.

Analogous but simpler equations can be given for the
first transient stage; formulation of such equations for the
second transient stage is rather unfeasible due to the exces-
sive change of barrier layer geometry with time. Since the
transport numbers of transient stages generally do not differ

noticeably from those in steady state while much more
results are available for the steady state, the ensuing analysis
is focused on steady state which moreover is allied with the
development of characteristic channel like pores.

Application of Eqs. 4a and 4b. Determination
of A2, A3, −W2′+FEB2 and −W3′+FEB3

Figure 6a and b present ln(jtnan) vs. (RT)
−1 and ln(jtnca)0 ln[j

(1−tnan)] vs. (RT)−1 plots at j050, 150, 250 and 350 Am−2

for H2SO4 films. Plots at j050 and 150 Am−2 are given
for H2C2O4 films in Fig. 6c, d. Tolerable linear plots
are observed with correlation coefficient (CORR) ≥0.9668,
Table 3. Linearity shows that at each j the values of lnA2,
lnA3, −W2′+FEB2 and −W3′+FEB3, and thus W2′, E, B2,
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Fig. 6 Plots of ln(jtnan) vs. (RT)
−1 (a, c) and ln[j(1−tnan)] vs. (RT)−1

(b, d) for H2SO4 1.53 M electrolyte films at j050, 150, 250 and 350 A
m−2 (a, b) and for H2C2O4 0.5 M electrolyte films at j050 and 150 A

m−2 (c, d). Data for H2SO4 electrolyte come from [7] and for H2C2O4

from the present work and [5, 40]
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W3′ and B3, are almost independent of T. The values of
parameters lnA2, lnA3, −W2′+FEB2 and −W3′+FEB3 thus
found are given in Table 3 where the confidence limits of
their values with probability value 0.95 (or uncertainty value
0.05) are also given. It is reminded that for given v pairs of
results (xi, yi) from which the regression analysis equation
y0a+bx is determined the confidence limits of a and b are
given from a± t(α, (v−2))Var(a)

1/2 and b± t(α, (v−2))Var(b)
1/2,

where t(α, (v−2)) is Student statistical distribution index
corresponding to uncertainty value α01−probability val-
ue 01–0.95 00.05 and v − 2 freedom degrees, Var
(a)0Σxi

2Sxy
2/[v(Σxi

2−vxi,average2)] and Var(b)0Sxy
2/(Σxi

2−
vxi,average

2) are the variances of a and b and Sxy0[(v−
2)−1Σ(yi−a−bxi)2]1/2 is the standard deviation of estimation.

Considering the confidence limits it is concluded that
lnA2 and lnA3 certainly vary with j and this seems valid also
for −W3′+FEB3 while variation or not with j of −W2′+FEB2

is unsure. The plots of lnA2 and lnA3 vs. j for H2SO4

electrolyte films are given in Fig. 7a and the plots of −W2′
+FEB2 and −W3′+FEB3 vs. j in Fig. 7b. Since the
corresponding parameters for H2C2O4 electrolyte films do
not differ strongly from those of H2SO4 films the results of
the first were also inserted in Fig. 7a, b. The lnA2 and lnA3
show a clear tendency to increasewith j, Fig. 7a, and the results
of H2C2O4 electrolyte films also advocate to this trend. Adopt-
ing roughly linear dependences of lnA2 and lnA3 on j for
H2SO4 films the gradients of plots are 0.141 and
0.098 A−1 m2 and the intercepts are 7.388 and 0.208 with
CORR00.9432 and 0.8929 showing a tolerable linearity
which is however empirical probably without a definite phys-
ical meaning. The −W2′+FEB2 of H2SO4 films shows a slight
trend to decrease with j, but considering the H2C2O4 electro-
lyte results this trend further weakens by the result at the
lowest j. The −W3′+FEB3 of H2SO4 films show a clear
decline with j, Fig. 7b, and the results of H2C2O4 elec-
trolyte films also advocate to this trend. Roughly linear
trends can be adopted for which the gradients, −6.845
and −23.593 J mol−1 A−1m2, and intercepts, 7,757.0 and
−11,275.8 J mol−1, are derived with CORR 0.6726 and
0.8781, respectively showing a moderate linearity that is
empirical probably without a definite physical meaning.

Table 3 Values of parameters lnA2, −W2′+FEB2, lnA3 and −W3′+FEB3 derived by linear regression analysis of plots in Fig. 6

Electrolyte j/ A m−2 ln(A2/A m−2) −W2′+FEB2/J mol−1 CORR ln(A3/A m−2) −W3′+FEB3/J mol−1 CORR

H2SO4 1.53 M 50 0.154±0.154 8146.5±3850.3 0.9748 7.974±1.916 −12508.4±4785.8 0.9833

H2SO4 1.53 M 150 2.210±0.440 6173.2±1097.6 0.9963 10.102±0.305 −15917.0±761.1 0.9997

H2SO4 1.53 M 250 3.245±0.894 4964.3±2232.9 0.9771 10.060±2.252 −14810.7±5623.1 0.9835

H2SO4 1.53 M 350 3.085±0.901 6267.7±2249.4 0.9852 12.682±1.571 −20741.4±3924.3 0.9958

H2C2O4 0.5 M 50 1.734±0.298 4385.9±706.6 0.9888 7.575±1.044 −11742.2±2474.2 0.9810

H2C2O4 0.5 M 150 2.346±0.813 5855.0±2037.0 0.9861 9.763±3.296 −15143.9±8263.1 0.9668

The confidence limit values of parameters with probability 0.95 (or uncertainty 0.05) and the correlation coefficient CORR values are also given
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Combination of high field equations. Determination
of B2/B3 and a2/a3

After the cancellation of FE from Eqs. 4a and 4b it is
inferred that

ln jtnanð Þ ¼ B2=B3ð Þln j 1�tnanð Þ½ � þ lnA2� B2=B3ð Þ
� lnA3 þ RTð Þ�1 �W2

0 þ B2=B3ð ÞW3
0½ �: ð5Þ

The ln(jtnan) vs. ln[j(1− tnan)] plots at various j’s for each
T and H2SO4 electrolyte films are shown in Fig. 8a and for
H2C2O4 and H2C2O4+Al2(C2O4)3 films at T025 °C in
Fig. 8b. Accurate straight lines are observed with CORR≥

0.9974 which allow the determination of parameters B2/B3

and lnA2–(B2/B3)lnA3 + (RT)−1[−W2′+(B2/B3)W3′] at various
T’s, Table 4. The confidence limits with probability 0.95 are
also given. This linearity postulates that at each T the inter-
cepts lnA2–(B2/B3)lnA3+(RT)

−1[−W2′+(B2/B3)W3′] and gra-
dients B2/B3 are closely independent of j. The values of
parameters for the two oxalate electrolytes films essentially
coincide while considering the confidence limits these do
not differ notably from those of H2SO4. Some small but
detectable differences in transport numbers at identical j and
T and derived results between oxalate and H2SO4 electro-
lytes, e.g. in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 and Tables 3 and 4, are
explained mainly by that the required voltage for oxalate
electrolytes at each pair of j and T is higher enough than for
H2SO4 and especially so at lower T’s and higher j’s [5, 6,
40]. The real anodising temperature in the barrier layer
region is slightly higher than the imposed T. Their difference
is enlarged at higher j’s and lower T’s [32] while this
difference in oxalate electrolytes must exceed appreciably
that in H2SO4. Then the plots of oxalate electrolytes films in
Fig. 8b are turned and shifted slightly to the right compared
with the plots of H2SO4 films in Fig. 8a giving lower
gradients and higher intercepts as indeed observed, Table 4.
From this viewpoint the results for H2SO4 electrolyte films
are judged more reliable.

The B2/B3 value shows on average a slight trend to drop
with T, but considering the confidence limits it seems that
B2/B3 is comparable for various T’s allowing the adoption of
a mean B2/B301.54 applicable for all T’s. It is important to
note that the mean B2/B301.54 is very close to n2a2/n3a30
1.57 when a2 and a3 are considered proportional to O2− and
Al3+ radii, rO2−00.126 nm and rAl3+00.0535 nm [64]
respectively.

The oxide structure in the barrier layer

Before discussing details of the mechanism of ions transport
in the barrier layer predicted by the results, a brief descrip-
tion of oxide structure in this layer is judged to be necessary
in view of recently published results [6, 7]. After anodising
and relaxation the oxide near m|o interface has a low density
independent of conditions, 2.60 and 2.52 gcm−2 for oxalate
and H2SO4 solutions [6, 7], and must be crystallised accord-
ing to a bcc metastable sublattice of Al3+ with cell parameter
0.402 and 0.406 nm, respectively well accommodated with
the fcc Al cubic lattice with parameter 0.405 nm [65]. In this
structure the 6 face centre sites are occupied by O2−. Each
Al3+ at the centre of cubic cell occupies also the centre of
octahedron formed by 6 nearest O2−. The lattice is similar to
that of perovskite (CaTiO3) like structure compounds ABO3

where A and B are generally different metals. Eight atoms
with lower valence A occupy cube edges and an atom with
higher valence B occupies its centre. Here A and B happens
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Fig. 8 Plots of ln(jtnan) vs. ln[j(1−tnan)] for H2SO4 1.53 M electrolyte
films at T020, 25, 30 and 35 °C (j050, 150, 250 and 350 Am−2) (a)
and for H2C2O4 0.5 M and H2C2O4 0.5 M+Al2(C2O4)3 0.25 M electro-
lytes films at T025 °C (j050, 150 and 250 Am−2) (b). Data for H2SO4

electrolyte films come from [7], for H2C2O4 electrolyte films from [5]
and for H2C2O4+Al2(C2O4)3 electrolyte films from [6]
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to be both Al atoms. As the Al metal substrate effect weak-
ens with distance from the m|o to the o|e interface, this
perovskite-like structure is gradually more and more trans-
formed to a denser one consistent with densification of
oxide to the o|e interface [6]. This denser structure must be
γ or γ′-Al2O3 with density 3.5–3.9 gcm−3 [65] in agreement
with that the amorphous barrier layer and pore wall oxide
contains germinal γ or γ′-Al2O3 [29, 30, 33]. The dimen-
sions of barrier layer and pore walls define that all lattice
structures must exist as nuclei of crystals or nanocrystallites.

The γ-Al2O3 is considered a defect spinel structure (space

group Fd3m) [66] with O2− in 32e Wyckoff positions which
can be viewed approximately a 2×2×2 array of fcc unit
cells [67]. It contains vacancies in tetrahedral [68] or octa-
hedral [69] sites rather randomly distributed from which
tetrahedral sites empty in ideal spinel may be partially
occupied in defect alumina structures [67, 70]. The lattice
parameter of γ-Al2O3 is 0.79 nm [71] that is ≈2×0.4020 or
2×0.4060 nm. For nanocrystalline or amorphous oxide this
parameter will be on average slightly enlarged. Hence, a 2×
2×2 array of perovskite-like lattice unit cells is convenient
to be transformed to a cell of denser nanocrystalline amor-
phous oxide with structure tending to resemble γ-Al2O3.
This is supported also by that this amorphous/nanocrystal-
line material becomes γ-Al2O3 by heating at≈700 °C [34]
showing affinity of their structure. The lattice cell of γ-
Al2O3 incorporates more suitably entering and arranged
atoms than a 2×2×2 array of perovskite-like cells consistent
with its higher density. In spinel structure the average dis-
tances of Al3+ and O2− are smaller than in perovskite-like
one thus the first structure is more stable.

The lattice of spinel (MgO·Al2O3) type compounds
MO·Al2O3 (where M is a metal with valence 2) as already
noted consists of cubic cells each of which is divided into
2×2×208 subcells. In each subcell correspond seven atoms
matching MO·Al2O3. Thus each cell contains 56 ions (32
O2− + 16 Al3+ + 8 M2+). For the Al2O3 various limiting cases
can be considered: (i3) In the absence of M2+ and of
corresponding O2− the cell has a deficient structure containing
24 O2− and 16 Al3+; (ii3) The structure is stabilised via H+

usually embodied in Al2O3 structure thus each cell contains 32

O2− + 16Al3+ + 16H+; (iii3) The structure is stabilised byAl
3+

in the position of M2+ where each two Al3+ are shared in
some way between three subcells, then each cell contains 32
O2− + 16 Al3+ + 8 × (2/3) Al3+ or 32 O2− + (64/3) Al3+. A cell
parameter of γ-Al2O3 spinel 0.79 nm [71] is adopted; strictly
speaking this may change somehow from case (i3) to (iii3) but
a common parameter is roughly adopted to obtain only an idea
of oxide density and its change. The density determined from
cell parameter and atoms per cell is ≈2.7, 3.2 and 4.1 gcm−3,
respectively for i3, ii3 and iii3. The last value was never met
experimentally in anodic alumina. The second case cor-
responds to hydrous oxide with contained H2O 15% wt.
But during film growth the oxide is almost anhydrous
with contained H2O<0.5–1% [32]. The oxide in barrier
layer and pore walls of PAAF with average density 3–
3.1 gcm−3 [72–74] experimentally found after anodising
thus cannot be a γ-Al2O3 spinel as a whole. It must be
a mixture of nuclei or nanocrystallites of perovskite-like
form and some types of spinel-like forms where the
portion of the first falls and of the second rises from
the m|o to the o|e interface.

The spontaneous direct conversion of perovskite-like to
the thermodynamically more stable spinel-like structure
seems to be rather difficult under no field action due, e.g.
to prohibitively high activation energies of ions diffusion in
solid-state and geometrical hindrances. In steady state of
film growth across the barrier layer the local E and real
ionic current densities rise to the o|e interface [6]. This
shows that the conversion of perovskite- to spinel-like struc-
ture and rise of spinel-like oxide portion to the o|e interface
must be ascribed rather to the high field allied with ions
transport and current flow. High field and related electro-
striction and/or electrocompression between negatively
charged o|e interface and positively charged anode [4, 29,
75] can cause momentarily local lattice transformation in the
whole bulk or in certain regions of numerous nuclei or
nanocrystallites of both kind structures. The transformed
structure must be linked with ions transport after which the
remaining transformed structure returns to ordinary one(s).
The probability to return to perovskite-like structure drops
from almost 1 near m|o to lower enough value near o|e

Table 4 Values of parameters lnA2−(B2/B3)lnA3+(RT)
−1[−W2′+(B2/B3)W3′] and B2/B3 derived from linear regression analysis of plots in Fig. 8

Electrolyte T/°C lnA2−(B2/B3)lnA3+(RT)
−1[−W2′+(B2/B3)W3′] B2/B3 CORR

H2SO4 1.53 M 20 −1.118±0.692 1.620±0.188 0.9984

H2SO4 1.53 M 25 −0.932±0.567 1.519±0.150 0.9989

H2SO4 1.53 M 30 −1.218±0.574 1.546±0.148 0.9989

H2SO4 1.53 M 35 −1.255±0.887 1.490±0.221 0.9974

H2C2O4 0.5 M 25 −0.303±0.007 1.350±0.004 0.9999

H2C2O4 0.5 M+Al2(C2O4)3 0.25 M 25 −0.219±1.020 1.329±0.285 0.9988

The confidence limit values of parameters with probability 0.95 (or uncertainty 0.05) and the correlation coefficient CORR values are also given
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interface as the favouring effect of Al substrate weakens
while that to the more stable spinel-like denser structure
rises from almost 0 near m|o to high enough value near o|e
interface.

The structure of relaxed after anodising oxide must be
similar to that during film growth except that this trans-
formed structure vanishes and other allied probable defects
are annihilated during relaxation.

The mechanism of ions transport in the barrier layer

Self-evident would seem to describe the ions transport on
the basis of their movement among neighbouring lattice
cells inside the nuclei or nanocrystallites of perovskite-
and/or spinel-like structure oxide and in their boundaries.
But since a2/a3≈rO2−/rAl3+ the activation distances are not
related actually with oxide lattice cell parameters and thus
with jumps of ions from cell to cell via defects such as
vacancies or interstitials voids in the aforesaid structures.
This is also valid supposing that the ionic migrations are
limited in the boundaries of nuclei or nanocrystallites. The
ions transport mechanism must be different. Thereafter the
following mechanism was conceived which concurrently
assigns precise physical meaning to N2,m, N3,m, W2′, W3′
and a2/a3≈rO2−/rAl3+. For amorphous/nanocrystalline mate-
rial the surface concentration across the barrier layer of all
ions (mobile and no) of each kind can be defined consider-
ing an imaginary equipotential surface, S in Fig. 3 or Si in
Fig. 9 (where part of an O2− or Al3+ ions cluster around Si is
also schematically depicted), normal to field strength direc-
tion. This concentration must equal the number of all ions of
either kind that are sect or touched by the unit of Si. In other
words this concentration is the number, per unit surface, of
ions the centres of which are included in the space between
two similar surfaces Si−1 and Si+1 parallel left and right to Si
at distances equal to ionic radius. Thus for O2− and Al3+ the
distance between Si−1 and Si+1 is respectively 2rO2−0
0.252 nm and 2rAl3+00.107 nm. Plausibly the average jump
distance is thus considered 2rO2− and 2rAl3+ for O

2− and Al3+.
The bulk concentration (number of moles/volume) of O2− and
Al3+ is 3d(MMAl2O3)

−1 and 2d(MMAl2O3)
−1 where d is the

local oxide density. Then the surface concentrations of all O2−

or Al3+ (number of ions/surface area) are N2,m′02rO2−×3d
(MMAl2O3)

−1NA06rO2-d(MMAl2O3)
−1NA or N3,m′02rAl3+×2d

(MMAl2O3)
−1NA04rAl3+d(MMAl2O3)

−1NA, respectively. The
surface concentrations of mobile ions, N2,m and N3,m, are
fractions of N2,m′ and N3,m′. The mobile ions apparently have
specific geometrical positions and energies in relation to
neighbouring ones and can implicitly jump the barrier of
activation energy. This becomes feasible when they acquire
sufficient energy. Then these ions move from an elementary
volume Si−1−Si+1 to a next one, Si−1–Si−3 or Si+1–Si+3, Fig. 9,
depending on the ion charge sign.

Equations 3a and 3b are of statistical physics thermody-
namic nature and the exponential factor must be <1 (or the
exponent must be <0) expressing the fraction of ions that
have energy sufficient to jump the energy barrier. Only in
this case these can describe rate-controlling steps. This is
satisfied only for Al3+. The transport of Al3+ thus seems to
be the rate controlling of both ions transport. But bearing in
mind the independence of Al3+ and O2− transport this seems
quite unexpected. The a2 and a3 are considered comparable
to rO2−00.126 nm and rAl3+00.0535 nm as described above.
To a first approach the region near m|o interface is exam-
ined, where oxide structure is common independent of con-
ditions, starting from intermediate j0150 Am−2. Local E is
roughly comparable to the average E across the barrier layer
≈1 Vnm−1 [28–30] though in steady state the first is actually
slightly lower than the second [6]. From −W2′+FEB20

6,173.2 J mol−1 and −W3′+FEB30−12,508.4 J mol−1,
Table 3, W2′≈18,141.5 J mol−1 and W3′≈27,994.5 J mol−1

showing that W2′<W3′. But W2′ and W3′ are lower enough
than those needed for ions diffusion in solid state under no
field action ≥ 0.5–1 eV (≥48,245–96,490 J mol−1) [76]. For
E markedly lower, e.g. 0.75 Vnm−1 hardy met in the

   Si-3  Si-2  Si-1  Si     Si+1 Si+2  Si+3

Field strength direction 
across the barrier layer 
from Al to the interface 
oxide|electrolyte

Fig. 9 Schema describing the surface concentration of O2− or Al3+

ions in a surface Si, across a cluster of O2− or Al3+ ions in the barrier
layer, normal to field strength direction. The ions, either O2− or Al3+,
are in tough with Si or are sect by Si and thus they are confined left and
right by Si−1 and Si+1 or the centres of ions lie in the space between Si−1
and Si+1. The surface concentration of ions is thus the number of ions in
a space defined by the unit surface area of Si and thickness the diameter
of ions. The surface concentration is different for these two ions. Under
high field action and transformation of perovskite or spinel like lattice
structure to a structure consisting of separate O2− and Al3+ clusters in
tough the ions within each cluster O2− and Al3+ become closely
packed. The transport of an ion is successful when it passes from such
a space to an adjacent similar one that is from Si−1−Si+1 to Si−1−Si−3 or
to Si+1−Si+3 depending on the ion charge sign
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literature, W2′012,062.8 J mol−1 and W3′024,123 J mol−1

which are even lower than the above while still W2′<W3′.
For E markedly higher, e.g. 1.25 Vnm−1 also hardy met,
W2′024,220.2 J mol−1 and W3′031,866.1 J mol−1 which are
still low enough and W2′<W3′. The average E though vary-
ing with j is always roughly ≈1 Vnm−1 [12]. At the higher
j0350 A m−2, −W2′+FEB206,267.7 J mol−1 and −W3′+
FEB30−20,741.4 J mol−1 and for local E comparable to
the average ≈1 Vnm−1W2′018,047 J mol−1 and W3′0
36,227.6 J mol−1 leading to identical conclusion. This
holds also for a much higher E01.5 Vnm−1 hardly met
giving W2′030,204.4 J mol−1 and W3′043,970.6 J mol−1.
Thus W2′ and W3′ are generally much smaller than the
activation energies of ions diffusion in solid state under
no field action which seems also unexpected.

The above results can be satisfactorily explained only
if it is adopted that the transport of each kind ion in
ordinary perovskite- or spinel-like structure lattice lo is
very difficult for reasons noted previously so that ionic
current defined by j is unfeasible. Thus the transport of
Al3+ and O2− does not occur directly within lo in a single
step. It becomes feasible at proper rates after the trans-
formation of lo to a specific structure lt, as shown in
Fig. 10 schematically depicting also qualitatively relative
changes of energies during structures transformations, as
a result of high field action, emerging simultaneously in
numerous positions inside the barrier layer. For conve-
nience lo is initially considered a single perovskite- or
spinel-like oxide structure. Around an equipotential

surface S across the barrier layer, Fig. 3, between the
structures lo and lt equilibrium is established

lo ⇆ lt; ð6Þ
where the volume of lt is much smaller than that of lo and thus
the concentration of lt structure ions is much smaller than that
of lo (ci(lt)<< ci(lo)) and obey the equation ci(lt)/ci(lo)0keq0
k0exp(−ΔH/RT) where ci(lt) and ci(lo) are the concentrations
of lt and lo structures ions, keq is the equilibrium constant, k00
exp(ΔS/R) whereΔS is the change of entropy between lo and
lt andΔH is the change of enthalpy in (6) that is <0 due to the
lower energy level of lt than lo. Then ci(lt)0ci(lo)k0exp(−ΔH/
RT) . Also cO2−( lo) 03d(MMAl2O3)

−1, cAl3+(lo) 02d
(MMAl2O3)

−1 and thus N2,m02rO2−cO2−(lt)NAfan06rO2−fand
(MMAl2O3)

−1NAk0exp(−ΔH/RT) and N3,m02rAl3+cAl3+(lt)
NAfca04rAl3+fcad(MMAl2O3)

−1NAk0exp(−ΔH/RT) where fan
and fca are the fractions of surface concentrations of O

2− and
Al3+ in lt that are actually mobile. Then Eqs. 3a–4b become

jtnanSgS
�1 ¼ 6rO2� fank0d MMAl2O3ð Þ�1

n2n2Fexp �W2�ΔH þ n2a2FEð Þ= RTð Þ½ �
ð7aÞ

jtncaSgS
�1 ¼ 4rAl3þ fcak0d MMAl2O3ð Þ�1

n3n3Fexp �W3�ΔH þ n3a3FEð Þ= RTð Þ½ �
ð7bÞ

Fig. 10 Schematic energy
diagram of local transformation
of original perovskite or spinel
like lattice structure lo at higher
energy levels to transformed
oxide structure lt at lower
energy level, lo ⇆ lt. The barrier
(activation) energy for the right
and left direction process is
generally different for the two lo
lattice structures
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ln jtnanð Þ ¼ ln S=Sg
� �

6rO2� fank0d MMAl2O3ð Þ�1n2n2FÞ
h i

þ

�W2�ΔH þ n2a2FEð Þ= RTð Þ ¼ lnA2 þ �W2
0 þ B2FEð Þ= RTð Þ

ð8aÞ

ln jtncað Þ ¼ ln S=Sg
� �

4rAl3þ fcak0d MMAl2O3ð Þ�1n3n3FÞ
h i

þ

�W3�ΔH þ n3a3FEð Þ= RTð Þ ¼ lnA3 þ �W3
0 þ B3FEð Þ= RTð Þ;

ð8bÞ

where W2 and W3 are the real activation energies while
W2+ΔΗ0W2′ and W3+ΔΗ0W3′ are the apparent ones.
Then the −W2′+FEB2 and −W3′+FEB3 values, Table 3,
include −ΔΗ>0. The W2′ and W3′ values found above are
thus the apparent and not the real activation energies. The
W2 and W3 are notably larger than these W2′ and W3′ and
thus comparable to typical values of solid state ions
transport. But as noted these must be lower than the very
high activation energies of Al3+ and O2− diffusion in lo
structures under no field action. The exponents not in-
cluding −ΔΗ, −W2+FEB2 and −W3+FEB3 are thus <0 for
both ions. Hence the results are consistent with that
W3>W2, FEB2 and FEB3 are small compared with W2

and W3 and, in agreement to statistical physics thermody-
namic nature of Eqs. 7a–8b, −W2 + FEB2<0 and −W3 +
FEB3<0 for which −W2 + FEB2 > −W3 + FEB3. The ΔH
is such that −W2 + FEB2 > ΔΗ > −W3 + FEB3 giving
finally −W2−ΔΗ + FEB2>0 and −W3−ΔΗ + FEB3<0
well explaining the above results. Hence the transport of
each kind ion occurs in two steps, conversion of structure
lo to lt according to (6) and the real ion transport charac-
terised by W2 and W3. Since E does not vary strongly with
j, Fig. 7b shows that the rise of j and attendant slight
increase of E may cause an increase of W2 and W3 and/or
of ΔΗ. However, its elucidation needs further extensive
work exceeding the scope of study.

The fan and fca could be estimated from the A2 and A3

values if k0 were known which is not the case. But fan/fca can
be estimated from A2/A3 since A2/A30(rO2−/rAl3+)(fan/fca)(v2/
v3) where v2 and v3 are of the order 10

12–1013 s−1 [76] which
can be considered roughly identical for both ions. Then A2/
A3 ≈ (rO2−/rAl3+)(fan/fca) and from Table 1 it is found that
1.6×10−4≥ fan/fca≥2.6×10−3 or roughly fan/fca≈10−4–10−3.
Thus in the transformed structure lt the fraction of actu-
ally mobile O2− is much smaller than that of Al3+ by a
factor ≈ 103–104 or, from this point of view, the O2− are
less mobile obviously due mainly to their much larger
size than that of Al3+; on the other hand W2<W3 and
from this viewpoint the O2− are more mobile. Their
compromise yields actual mobilities of ions, described
by tnan and tnca, generally not differing excessively, i.e.
by order(s) of magnitude.

When j→0 then E→0 and −W2′ + FEB2 and −W3′ + FEB3

become −W2′ and −W3′. Despite that W2′ and W3′ may vary
with j and thus with E, a rough estimate of −W2′ and −W3′ at
low j’s can be thus made from the intercepts of plots in
Fig. 7b that are 7,757 and −11,275.8 Jmol−1. TheW3′ −W2′ 0
W3 +ΔH − (W2 +ΔH) 0W3 −W2019,032.8 J mol−1 showing
that W3 and W2 differ markedly while W3 > W2 verifying the
above.

As expected the less stable perovskite-like structure is
characterised by higher energy level than the more stable
spinel-like one, Fig. 10. The structure lt is characterised by
an energy level lower than that of both structures lo. The
equilibrium (6) is feasible for both structures and thus ionic
current passes via nuclei or nanocrystallites of both struc-
tures oxide after their local transformation to lt. Because the
energy levels of perovskite- and spinel-like structures are
different, ΔH is expected to depend on the structure lo
transformed to lt. Thus the average value of ΔH along an
equipotential surface, Fig. 3, may increase across the barrier
layer from the m|o to the o|e interface since along this
direction the portion of spinel-like oxide increases and that
of perovskite like decreases. The transformation each to
other of spinel-like lo to lt is probably more difficult than
that of perovskite-like lo to lt since the corresponding height
of barrier (activation energy) in the right and possibly in the
left direction is higher in the first than in the second case,
Fig. 10. Besides the rise of real jt,an and jt,ca across the
barrier layer, this is perhaps an additional reason why the
local E rises to the o|e interface [6]. This rise may be
necessary for the transformation of lo (changing on average
along this direction in favour of spinel-like structure) to lt for
establishing constant ionic current across this layer.

Since the process (6) concerns both perovskite- and
spinel-like structures, irrespective of lo the left direction
process can give either perovskite- or spinel-like structure.
The probability of reappearance of each structure lo depends
on the distance from Al substrate that favours perovskite-
like structure and on the average environment of lo where
local transformation to lt occurred that acts as matrix and
which changes in favour of spinel-like structure to the o|e
interface. The lt is thus involved also in the conversion of
perovskite-like to more stable spinel-like structure at portion
rising to the o|e interface.

The lt structure must be extraordinary. Under high field
action allied with electrostriction and/or electrocompression
between negatively charged interface and positively charged
anode [4, 29, 75], the lt at a position is most probably a pair
of clusters consisting of solely Al3+ and O2− in touch. Each
cluster embraces a little number of closely packed planar
ionic layers which are dense but include vacancies. This
clusters structure probably reduces the total void space of
ordinary structures lo. Figure 9 gives an idea of a cluster if
Al3+ or O2− ions are densely packed, e.g. in layers Si-2−Si
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and Si−Si+2, a few such layers are repeated and ions vacan-
cies exist in cluster bulk. Such structure must be at lower
energy level while vacancies in each Al3+ or O2− cluster
provide average half jump (activation) distances compara-
ble to ions radii within clusters and up to their boundaries
where the moved ions are assimilated by adjacent ordinary
structure. After ions transport the residual lt returns to lo
structure(s) while lt emerges at other position(s). Only thus
moved ions produce ionic current. The conversion
lo→lt→lo without such ionic movement(s) does not pro-
duce ionic current. Clusters thus play an important role in
the mechanism of recrystallisation and densification of
oxide to the o|e interface predicted by the relevant film
growth model [40]. These can also play a similar role in
the flow of material predicted from the relevant film
growth model [4, 39], acting as lubricant for sliding shift,
under above stresses, of nuclei or nanocrystallites or of
their groups enclosed in a network of continuously formed
and deformed lt structure positions.

The transport of each kind ion in corresponding clusters
described by its own Eq. 8a or 8b and parameters W2, a2, fan
etc. or W3, a3, fca etc. is consistent with the noted indepen-
dence of ions transport. The only condition among jtnan and
jtnca is that their sum must equal the imposed constant j.
This is achieved by power supplier imposing proper variable
voltage and thus potential drop in the barrier layer or proper
local and average E. The E defines directly ionic currents
and may affect certain parameters of equations which in turn
also affect these currents. Equations 8a and 8b show that the
rise of A2 and A3 with j, Fig. 7a, is due mostly to a rise of fan
and fca which are expected to vary appreciably with E. The
A2 and A3 may be secondarily affected by change of ν2 and
ν3 that may vary less with E. Since these equations describe
ions transport at each equipotential surface in barrier layer,
A2 and A3 also characterise each such surface. The slight
increase of d to the o|e interface must exert a tiny effect
counterbalanced by the reduction of S/Sg and proper
changes of fan and fca and/or ν2 and ν3.

Inherent uncertainties in determining accurate activation
energies

The above analysis was partly based on the evaluation and
treatment of activation energies, e.g. W2′ and W3′. Their
accurate determination, variation across the barrier layer
and relation anticipates the knowledge at various conditions
of the accurate local E and its distribution across this layer.
The latter demands the accurate determination of potential
drop and its distribution across the barrier layer which is
experimentally unfeasible. Even in the simplest case of the
accurate determination of average E, it demands the precise
experimental determination of barrier layer thickness, which
is not always possible for various reasons, and of potential

drop across this layer which is unfeasible. The latter is
roughly approximated by the anodising voltage and in the
best case more accurately by Pan (vs. SHE or other reference
electrode). During anodising the thickness of barrier layer
may also differ from that after anodising and oxide relaxa-
tion, due e.g. to some shrinkage resulting from its electro-
striction or electrocompression under high field action or to
oxide density distribution across the layer not coinciding
with that after anodising. Thus the real average E during
anodising may differ from that found by potential drop
evaluated during anodising and barrier layer thickness found
after anodising and oxide relaxation.

Even if the thickness of barrier layer is considered precisely
known, the calculated average E and related W2′ and W3′
embody inherent uncertainties as depending to some extent
on the assigned potential drop in this layer. At corresponding
conditions the anodising voltage and Pan are higher enough in
oxalate electrolytes than in H2SO4 and their relative % devi-
ation from the real potential drop must be lesser in oxalate
electrolytes. Therefore the average E determined by anodising
voltage or Pan is expected to approach better reality in oxalate
electrolytes. But, as previously noted the deviation of real
anodising temperature from imposed T affecting the results
is larger in oxalate electrolytes. Thus uncertainties in deter-
mining the accurate average E always intrude andW2′ andW3′
can be calculated only approximately. Despite these uncer-
tainties literature data [9, 12, 29, 30] show that always the
average E does not differ markedly from roughly 1 Vnm−1

while the local E must vary relatively slightly inside barrier
layer [6] thus the calculated values ofW2′ andW3′ are tolerable
and the relevant analysis is reliable. Further uncertainties
intrude in determining the accurateW2 andW3 as the presently
unknown ΔH may vary across the barrier layer and with
conditions.

The calculation of accurate activation energies depends
also on the knowledge of accurate a2 and a3 values. Since
a2/a3 was found almost independent of conditions, implying
that a2 and a3 are similarly almost independent, and a2 and a3
are proportional to ions radii, the only conceivable relation of
activation distances with these radii is that described in the
disclosed ions transport mechanism. For this reason any un-
certainty concerning the used a2 and a3 values is unimportant
also advocating to the reliability of previous analysis.

From the above it seems that even when the charge
transport equations apply precisely the determination of
activation energies with high accuracy is unfeasible, thus
their values can be only approximated.

Conclusions

1. Al anodising at low temperatures 0 and 5 °C in oxalic
acid electrolyte showed that the efficiency for Al
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consumption is close to that anticipated by Faraday’s
law while the efficiency of oxygen evolution, visually
detected at these temperatures, is negligible. Also the
oxide production efficiency near m|o interface and the
O2− transport number increase with current density,
decrease with temperature and are almost independent
of electrolyte concentration.

2. High field electrochemical kinetic equations embodying
ions transport numbers and describing independent Al3+

and O2− transport across the barrier layer were suitably
formulated. Their application in oxalate and sulphuric
acid electrolytes films enabled penetration to the actual
Al3+ and O2− transport mechanism.

3. The average half jump activation distances of Al3+ and
O2− transport inside the barrier layer are closely inde-
pendent of conditions and proportional, most likely
comparable, to ions radii.

4. The real activation energy of Al3+ transport is larger
than that of O2−, e.g. by ≈19 kJ mol−1 at low current
densities, but the fraction of actually mobile Al3+ is
≈103–104 times larger than that of O2−. These explain
why the Al3+ and O2− transport numbers generally do
not differ excessively, i.e. by order(s) of magnitude.

5. The transport of both ions must take place via two steps.
The first is an equilibrium process that anticipates con-
version of parts or of the whole bulk of nuclei or nano-
crystallites of ordinary perovskite- or spinel-like
structure oxide, hardly allowing ions transport, to a
transformed structure emerging at numerous positions
dispersed in barrier layer. It consists likely of Al3+ and
O2− clusters which enable ions transport. The second,
rate-controlling step, is the real ion transport process
within clusters occurring independently for each ion
and characterised by its own kinetic parameters. Then
the transformed structure returns to ordinary one(s).

6. The peculiar structure consisting of clusters predicted
by the present study which allows transport of ions via
the disclosed mechanism is important as serving for an
in depth comprehension of the mechanism of oxide
production and film growth and thus exciting for further
investigation of its nature.
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